
Text Analysis in R
Processing unstructured data



Unstructured Data

In the past, we can only process numerical data (e.g., sales, 
profit, volume, quantity, etc.).

However, today, more and more data are unstructured.
Text, video, audio, images, etc.

To take advantage of unstructured data, we have to find a 
way to extract information from unstructured data.





Unstructured Data is Growing Exponentially…

• 1 Exabyte = 1,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes



Text Data

Text data is one of the most commonly used types of unstructured data.

Text data is typically generated by users themselves.

Online reviews, movie critics, Tweets, SMS, 
WhatsAPP/WeChat/Facebook messages…



Text Data

Yet text data cannot be easily analyzed.

For example, how to run a regression with consumer reviews?

We need to extract meaningful measures from text!

Discussion: Which measure can be extracted from text data?



Analyzing Text with R

The simplest answer: The length of the text (e.g., number of 
letters/characteristics). It captures the amount of information 
in the text.

Let’s do this in R.



Analyzing Text with R

Here, we resort to the R package “stringi”.

install.packages("stringi")
library("stringi")
text = "What is the length of this sentence?"
print(stri_length(text))

What is your output? (It should be 36).



Analyzing Text with R

You can also work on Chinese:

Or emojis:



Analyzing Text with R

Now let us count the number of words in a text. Here, we assume 
that words are separated by spaces.

text = "Welcome to HKU!"
word_count = sapply(strsplit(text, " "), length)
print(word_count)

Note: in some cases, words are separated by other things such as 
a dash (e.g., “big-data”), in this case you need to write another 
code.  



Analyzing Text with R

Counting sentences is a bit more difficult because you can have 
multiple stops in a single sentence. Instead of explaining the 
mechanism, you can just try the following codes which help you 
make the count:

text <- 'Hello world!! Here are two sentences for you...'
length(gregexpr('[[:alnum:] ][.!?]', text)[[1]])



Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment Analysis is arguably the most important type of text 

analysis. Basically, we want to classify text based on the 

valence, which can be either positive or negative (sometimes it 

can also be neutral).



Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis can generate not only the valence of the text, 

but also the degree (e.g., strongly positive vs. slightly positive). 

Consider the following two sentences:

Strongly positive: HKU is doing a great job in academic 

research.

Slightly positive: HKU is doing well in academic research.



Sentiment Analysis Matters!

Today, many hedge funds collect data from social media (e.g., 

twitter, Facebook, 微博), detect individual sentiment toward a 

company, and infer its stock price accordingly.

https://watermark.silverchair.com/hhu001.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAr4wggK6BgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggKrMIICpwIBADCCAqAGCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMQknuyA9-Cfnar5S0AgEQgIICcXjKGCDG13OJo0r5E1BjuhgY-XViNElDUT9uMFiTcNHO_HSxcDX5aNiphigNCGjPwKYkTtusnIGC1kRBDXPUgjpqQdWwUfmcsslEukyz7bJbQ7OCA-go4Tml4K9Fq86fLwWQco3XEONGmVT8WgkrSbix9LuTFEcJfH9xBVQqnweX60slEGbMw8JuH_dKXCFZR2QD5PJBtdfsOnUjfcN29HIKGtfJeVRSWYPaiGh3P78_H5n0pkCIVJPQX57lO2z1w_yi9yn-WSiIbvbZ_RwbQhTqv0ew-RYGyefU2-0T9W-Ph9n8KWVx99wWtLTK5HhuvNEkvLyqha_-97TroBirTthkythmy6X9_JP1_XjW9UkHvOsYbeTzfSZgA-MflKX-a6n7IJISkKZXwPvaV6TtTdxWGs3UPlgvDer1_l3Cf9TRmhwNL54wJ8r3Rw3RN8sM6dIfvcAoFyKVY3sKZWOfpO9dj9-SIXqC1G301WJdwQMC-Dbu1P1SHrls_VbvSL-vCf1YzwVuijKxYBuPcXDtS5P5ZgPWYDy5P8kjWNkS_TxTmUwDtnpA07D00RanIj3QzL5Yfrslrs6x7pbkHIkPp8WHY-I3j3qKa3gTSK6gCCwWP9d3IrwqTTh-ccyDKvzeSRSfgalQQjHvekykNalnhGINiGB3i4CPj4W76CECFuMVYbNfp5G__7To0VnzFc_57t0oOuAMOvDEHAa7CWEsphz3-Gxhkk7ZR2rlfVHB0AOD57NCuis_VPfGK92SDOjZehZdHdowtPSNROSiK6gMDea9MbaMkdu2ScPCFEFzff7dJdgMnrHtqfnK7amRygUbWaM


Sentiment Analysis Matters!



It Integrates

Cognitive Science Machine Learning

Natural Language 
Processing



Discussion

Question:  In your own opinion, how should we do sentiment analysis?



Sentiment Analysis

The basic idea of sentiment analysis is rather simple.

We can build two lexicons (i.e., dictionaries) of positive and negative words. Here 

are some examples:

Positive: great, amazing, fantastic, excel, …
Negative: ugly, terrible, awful, failed, …

Click here to see examples of sentiment lexicons.

https://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html#lexicon


Sentiment Analysis

You can also do this for other languages, as long as you 

have a “sentiment lexicon”.

You can find one on our course website.



Sentiment Analysis

Naturally, if a sentence contains more positive words, it likely expresses some 

positive feeling.

Instead, a sentence containing many negative words are likely to express a negative 

emotion.

In addition, some words are “more positive” than others. For example, “great” and 
“awesome” are stronger than “OK” and “so so”. In this case, we can assign different 

weights to different words.



Sentiment Analysis

We can further go beyond sentiment analysis to achieve other purpose.

What is the emotion of the text (e.g., sadness, happiness, excitement, joy, anger).

Detect illegal content from text message.

You can try the following (Chinese) one provided by Baidu.

https://ai.baidu.com/tech/textcensoring


Sentiment Analysis

We can further go beyond sentiment analysis to achieve other purpose.

What is the emotion of the text (e.g., sadness, happiness, excitement, joy, anger).

Here is a place where you can extract emotion from the text.

https://natural-language-understanding-demo.ng.bluemix.net/


Sentiment Analysis

Let’s try the following functions on R. “syuzhet” an algorithm that 

does sentiment analysis. It returns a positive (negative) value when 

the sentence is positive (negative).

library("syuzhet")

text = "HKU is a fantastic school, I love it."

syuzhet_vector <- get_sentiment(text, 

method="syuzhet")

head(syuzhet_vector)



Sentiment Analysis

There also other algorithms such as “bing” and “afinn”. They use 

different scales, but the idea is similar. For details about these 

functions, please click here.

text = "HKU is a nice school and I like it."

bing_vector <- get_sentiment(text, method="bing")

head(bing_vector)

https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/syuzhet/versions/1.0.4/topics/get_sentiment


Sentiment Analysis

The function afinn is more of less the same, though the scale is 

larger:

text = "HKU is a nice school and I like it."

afinn_vector <- get_sentiment(text, 

method="afinn")

head(afinn_vector)



Getting Emotions

The package also allows you to get emotions through the function 

nrc:

text = "HKU is a terrible school."

print(get_nrc_sentiment(text))



Exercise

Try the three algorithms yourself.

Do you find any issues with the sentiment analysis? What have you found? 

Discuss the issues with your classmates!



Issues

The algorithms are not great in processing negations. Here are some 

examples:

I don’t think HKU is a great school.

None of us like HKU.

In Chinese/Cantonese, we have “不”,”非”,”否” ”冇”,”唔”,”未”…



Solution

Dealing with negations is a complex issue, and here we only 

introduce the simplest methods. Let us take “not” as an example. 

When we see “not”, we take the opposite of every word after it until 

we reach the first punctuation. Here is one example:

I did not like this movie, but I enjoy this cinema…

Now, like -> not like, this-> not this, movie -> not movie…

But we keep “enjoy”, “cinema” unchanged.



Other Tricks

We can assign lower weights to a sentence that ends with a question 

mark. For example, “Do you think HKU is a great school?” carries 

lower weight than “I think HKU is a good school”.

We can assign higher weight to a sentence that uses capital letters. 

For example, “HKU is a GREAT school” carries higher weight than 

“HKU is a great school”.



Other Tricks

If a sentence used a “booster word”, then we should assign 

higher/lower weights to the sentence.

Examples of booster words with a/an

Increased weight: completely, remarkably, tremendously, …

Decreased weight: marginally, occasionally, slightly, …



Other Tricks

We also look for “but” in a sentence. Words that appear before 

“but” deserve a lighter weight, and words that appear after “but” 

deserve a higher weight. For example

HKU has a lot of problems, but it is still my favorite school.

“problems” appear before “but”, so it receives a lower weight.

“favorite” appears after “but”, so it receives a higher weight. 



Other Tricks

In addition to looking at positive and negative words, we should 

also pay attention to phrases. Here are some examples:

Installing Tableau Public is a piece of cake.

Buying the new iPhone costs me an arm and a leg. 

我为了买iPhone去卖了肾



Other Tricks

In addition to looking at positive and negative words, we should 

also consider emojis:

I got an email from HKU admission office today

I got an email from HKU admission office today 



Sentiment Analysis

Previously, we showed that when we only calculate sentiment based 

on positive/negative words, we are very likely to make mistakes. 

Here, we introduce a more accurate algorithm in R that alleviates 

these issues.

install.packages('sentimentr')

library("sentimentr")

text = 'I am good'

sentiment_by(text)



Sentiment Analysis

Compare the following pairs of sentences:

I like HKU.  (0.288; positive)

I do not like HKU. (-0.223; negative)

Compare the following pairs of sentences:

I like HKU.  (0.288; positive)

I really like HKU. (0.45; more positive)



Sentiment Analysis

Compare the following pairs of sentences:

HKU is my favorite school.  (0.335; positive)

HKU is my FAVORITE school. (no adjustments made)

Compare the following pairs of sentences:

HKU is my favorite school.  (0.335; positive)

Is HKU my favorite school? (no adjustments made)



More Challenges: Sarcasm 

This phone has an awesome battery back-up of 38 hours.

This phone has an awesome battery back-up of 2 hours.

It's +25 outside and I am so hot.

It's -25 outside and I am so hot.

This is the best laptop bag ever. It is so good that within two months 

of use, it is worthy of being used as a grocery bag.



More Challenges: Comparison

This product is second to none.

This one is better than the old one.

This one is better than nothing.



More Challenges: Ambiguity

In English, a word can have different meanings in different 

contexts. Here are some examples:

Low cost is positive whereas low salary is negative.

Limited edition is positive while limited food is negative.

“The story is unpredictable.” -- It is hard to say whether 

this is a positive or negative description.



Objective Sentences

I followed his recommendation and bought the stock at $200. Now 

the stock price is $100.

There are neither positive words nor negative words in the sentence, yet 

the sentence is negative.

He started learning R last year. Today, he does not know how to run 

a linear regression.



Conditional Sentences

If I see a great smelling cake in the supermarket, I will buy it home.

There is a positive word “great” in the sentence, but this sentence does 
not contain any sentiment itself.

If you are looking for an awesome MSc program, join HKU.

Still, this is a conditional sentence, but it has its own sentiment. 



Aspirations

I am dying to see the new movie “Matrix 4”.

Even though you have the word “dying”, this sentence is clearly positive.

I really want to join HKU.

There are no positive words but the sentence is positive.



Intensions

I am going to throw my Lenovo laptop out of the window.

Clearly negative.

I am returning this table to IKEA tomorrow.

Again, this is negative.



Indirect Opinions

With R, I can complete all data analysis in 1 hour that used to take me 

3 hours in the past.

After getting the new lenses, I am able to drive at night again.



More Challenges

For some issues, we can develop better lexicons (i.e., dictionaries) to 

detect the sentiment of specific words (e.g., we can label “low cost” as 

positive but “low salary” as negative). 

But this does not completely solve the issue. For example, it would be 

rather difficult to understand sarcasm using the lexicon approach.

Let’s watch a video…



Two Approaches of Sentiment Analysis



Sentiment Analysis

As illustrated in the video, an alternative approach to sentiment 

analysis is to use machine learning methods.

In general, machine-learning based sentiment analysis has two 

steps: training and prediction.





Sentiment Analysis

Training data: We need to first use humans to code text data. For 

example, we rate “My salary is very low” as a “negative” sentence.

Here, you can think “My salary is very low” as your independent 

variable (𝑋) and “negative” as your dependent variable (𝑌).

In training, we look for a function 𝑓(⋅) such that 𝑓 𝑋 ≈ 𝑌.



Sentiment Analysis

Basically, we can turn each word into a number, so that we can turn 

a sentence into a number (𝑋).

For the output, you can let 𝑌 ∈ [−1, 1], and when it is positive 

(negative), it represents a positive (negative) sentiment.

What about the function 𝑓:𝑋 → 𝑌? How does this function look like? 



Sentiment Analysis

In machine-learning based sentiment analysis, several algorithms 

are adopted to match your 𝑋 with 𝑌. These algorithms are:

Naïve Bayesian, Support Vector Machine, Deep Learning, …

They are just like linear regression, though more complex that it.



Beyond Sentiment Analysis

With machine learning methods, we can achieve a lot more than simple sentiment 

analysis. For example, we can “calculate” a couplet (in Chinese: 对联) based on your 
input. Let’s play a small game here.

https://ai.binwang.me/couplet/
https://ai.binwang.me/couplet/


Topic Models

A story has its own topics, a novel has its own topics, and a film also 

has its own topic. Similarly, when we have text documents, they 

must also contain a few topics.

In topic modeling, we are concerned with the fundamental question: 

“What are the topics that a document is about?”



Do we need topic modeling?

In today’s world, there are huge volumes of text information 

generated everyday. Of course, we don’t have time to read them, 

and we often lack the expertise to understand them.

But we often need to know what they are talking about. For 

example, Tim Cook, Apple’s CEO, may be concerned about how 

consumers think about Apple.



Motivating Examples

What are the topics that a document is about? 

Given one document, can we find other documents about the same 

topics?

How do topics in a field change over time?



Discussion

In your opinion, what is a topic?



Discussion

In your opinion, what is a topic?

A topic is a distribution over words. For example, when you mention the 

following words frequently, you are likely to talk about the topic 

“marketing”: advertising, distribution channel, pricing, product, sales, 

market research, …



Discussion

In your opinion, what is a topic?

A topic is a distribution over words. For example, when you mention the 

following words frequently, you are likely to talk about the topic “flight”: 

airport, ticket, delay, shuttle bus, check-in, business-class …



Discussion

How to find out topics from a number of documents?



Discussion

How to find out topics from a number of documents?

This is a complex process. The basic idea is, words of the same topic would often 

appear together. For example, “airport” and “shuttle bus” often appear in the same 

sentence because they belong to the same topic; “university” and “education” often 
appear in the same sentence as well. However, “airport” and “education” do not 

appear frequently in the same sentence.



Example

Excellent company to deal with. I use this company all the time. The only problem I 

had is they say no money is taken from your account until the order has been fully 
processed. I have come across and order that has been cancelled then have to wait for 

the money to be put back into my account because...



Example

Excellent company to deal with. I use this company all the time. The only problem I 

had is they say no money is taken from your account until the order has been fully 
processed. I have come across and order that has been cancelled then have to wait for 

the money to be put back into my account because...



The Big Picture

Each document 

can be generated 

from multiple 

topics (e.g., half 

topic 1 and half 

topic 2).





The Big Picture

However, what we want 

do is not to generate 

documents using the 

topics, but to infer topics 

from the documents.



The Big Picture

Theoretically, you can try different topics and see which topics can likely generate the 

documents you have at hand.
Of course, this is an impossible task because there are infinitely many topics that 

can be used.

Computer scientists use statistical methods to infer the topics from the document. This 

is very complex; the methods include Gibbs sampling, variational Inference, …
You need a stat degree to understand this; so, we will not cover it.



If you are interested…

If you are interested in topic modeling, please check the original 

publication “Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)” here. If you can 

understand it, you could be a great data scientist.

https://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume3/blei03a/blei03a.pdf?TB_iframe=true&width=370.8&height=658.8




Demonstration of LDA

Please visit here for an online demonstration of LDA.

https://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/jsLDA/jslda.html

The source files are available on the course website.

https://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/jsLDA/jslda.html


An LDA Example 
of Chinese 

Medical Text



Beyond Text Information

Image recognition allows us to identify objects from photos. This is a machine-learning 

based approach.



Question

How can market participants (firms, consumers, government, platforms) 

benefit from image recognition technologies?





Beyond Text Information

Vocal analysis allows us to identify emotions from audio pitches. How can we benefit 

from this technology?



Beyond Text Information



Beyond Text Information


